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Abstract: This study demonstrated the possibility of separating fine beryl from quartz by using
magnetic carrier technology with the presence of non-ionic surfactant (Sorbitan monooleate). Oleatecoated magnetite was used as a magnetic carrier for enhancing the magnetic properties of fine beryl to
be separated and get rid of the most common associated gangue mineral "quartz". This study proved
that the most important factors affecting this separation process is the pH, as the study showed that the
efficiency of the separation process is the maximum possible when pH at the isoelectric point (IEP) of
beryl. Where at IEP, beryl is ready to adsorb oleate-coated maginetite onto its surface and the presence
of sorbitan monooleate helps this adsorption and strengthens. To demonstrate the separation process,
physico-chemical surface characterization for beryl, quartz, magnetite and oleate-coated magnetite was
studied before and after treatment with sorbitan monooleate using zeta potential measurements and
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR). Mineralogical characterization was take place for separated minerals
of beryl, quartz and magnetite using x-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses and scanning electron microscope
(SEM) with energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) unit. The magnetic carrier separation tests were
performed in this study in the case of separate minerals investigated that fine beryl (94% recovery) could
be recovered under optimum test conditions of 2.5 pH, 4.29 g/L sorbitan monooleate and 1:0.5 beryl to
oleate-coated magnetite ratio, while quartz under the same conditions was recovered by 9.8%. FTIR
measurements for the investigated minerals before and after treatment with sorbitan monooleate
confirmed that the adsorption of sorbitan monooleate on the surface of beryl far exceeds that of the
surface of quartz at beryl IEP.
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1. Introduction
Beryl and bertrandite are the main ore sources of beryllium all over the world. The famous beryl
deposits (emerald variety) of Egypt were known since ancient times in the southern part of the Eastern
Desert of Egypt. As a result of these ancient mining processes, now Egypt is endowed with a unique
source of beryl that is occurred as huge tailing dumps rich in non-gem crystals of fine beryl (Harrell,
2004, 2006). The most common associated gangue minerals with beryl are quartz, feldspar and mica.
Because quartz is the most abundant and has similar physical properties to beryl (almost have the same
specific gravity, magnetic and electric properties) (Fawzy et al., 2007; Fawzy, 2008), conventional
mineral separation methods is not satisfactory especially at fine sizes. Flotation is the only known
available method that can use for separating beryl from quartz in fine sizes. Currently, there is little and
old information in the literature about flotation or surface characterization of beryl. The recent paper
has been published for studying flotation of beryl is Wang and Yu (2007) that studied the effects of
multivalent metallic cations on the flotation behavior of spoumene and beryl.
Magnetic materials are the materials designed to bind selectively on some nonmagnetic materials to
make them separable using magnetic separation are called magnetic carriers. A magnetic carrier
technology aimed to finding new methods for upgrading and separating of fine and ultra-fine materials.
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This technology works as achieving selective adsorption of strongly magnetic phase as magnetite
particles on the surface of non-magnetic particles of the desired mineral in the slurry. By adjusting the
physicochemical surface properties of the desired mineral and magnetite, magnetite particles selectively
attaches to the desired mineral and improves its magnetism. Once the selective attachment takes place,
these magnetic parcels can be recovered by magnetic separation (Parsonage, 1988; Qingxia and
Friedlaender, 1994; Broomberg et al., 1999; Feng et al., 2000; Anastassakis, 2002). Magnetic carrier
technology has been explored both experimentally and theoretically in mineral processing practices.
Shubert, 1980 studied the selective separation of non-magnetic minerals such as chalcocite, sphalerite
and coal from their associated gangue minerals using magnetic carrier technology. Prakash, et al., 1999,
investigated the magnetic separation of calcite using selective coating of synthetic colloidal magnetite
with sodium oleate. Ucbas et al., 2014 a&b studied the separation of chromite from serpentine in fine
sizes using magnetic carrier technology that used heavy media grade magnetite as carrier.
Determination of separation parameters for calcite and apatite using magnetic coating was studied by
Tufan et al., 2015. Separation of quartz from magnesite fines using magnetic carrier technology has been
studied and investigated that the attachment of fine magnetite onto quartz was possible in the presence
of dodecylamine and kerosene in the pH range of 6–11 (Anastassakis, 1999). Lu et al. (2017) discussed
the selective surface magnetization technology that employed to separate pentlandite from serpentine
by adding fine magnetite coating. Selective recovery of microcrystalline graphite from quartz using
hydrophobized magnetite as magnetic seed is studied by Pengfei et al., 2020. These techniques have
also found applications in the beneficiation of other minerals, including ferrihydrite, gold, coal, calcite,
and dolomite [Parsonage, 1988; Gray et al., 1994; Karapinar, 2003].
Separation of fine beryl from quartz that is considered as the most abundant associated gangue
mineral for beryl in its sources is still a big challenging subject with the advances in mineral processing
techniques. This study aims to investigate for the first time a possible technique for separating fine beryl
from quartz via magnetic carrier technology
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Pure mineral samples of beryl and quartz were obtained from the dumps of Umm Addebaa in South
Eastern Desert of Egypt by crude sieving in the field followed by hand selection. The mineral samples
were prepared in the size fractions of -150+75 µm by crushing and grinding using agate mortar and
then dry screening using laboratory sieves, yielding the fractions -150+75µm that used for magnetic
carrier tests and -75 µm that used in zeta potential and FTIR measurements. Magnetite was ground for
4 h in mill giving particle size d90 of 10 µm to be ready for magnetic carrier tests, zeta potential and
FTIR measurements.
Sodium oleate of analytical purity was used to modify the magnetite surface property and obtained
from Oxoford laboratory- India, non-ionic surfactant sorbitan monooleate (span 80, 99%) was obtained
from LOBA Chemie-India and was used as an adhesion reagent. Analytical grade of sodium hydroxide
(99%) and hydrochloric acid (35-37%) were used as pH adjusters and obtained from Alpha Chemicals.
2. Methods
2.2.1. Characterization of samples
Mineralogical confirmation of beryl, quartz and magnetite samples were carried out using X-ray
diffraction (XRD) unit Philips PW-3710 with generator PW-1830, Cr target tube and Ni filter at 40 KV
and 30 Ma. While the chemical composition and particle size of the mineral samples were checked using
scanning electron microscope (SEM). SEM is provided with a Philips XL 30 energy-dispersive
spectrometer (EDS) unit
2.2.2. Zeta potential measurements
Malvern zetasizer nano series-zs instrument was used for zeta-potential measurements. For all tests,
dilute suspensions were prepared by mixing 0.1 g of mineral powder in 50 cm3 of 0.01 M NaNO3
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solution as the supporting electrolyte. Sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were used as pH
adjuster. All tests were carried out at pH range 2-11, and each experiment was repeated three times to
ensure repeatability and provide a standard deviation of the isoelectric point pH value (± 0.1 mV).
2.2.3. Oleate-coated magnetite preparation
Oleate-coated magnetite was prepared by using about 20 g of magnetite and added to 100 mL of 2×102 M sodium oleate solution, followed by stirring for 20 min. The prepared suspension was then kept still
for 24 h to allow sodium oleate to interact with the magnetite surface. Subsequently, the magnetite
particles were collected and washed several times with distilled water to remove excessive sodium
oleate. Lastly, these magnetite particles were dried at 80oC in an oven.
2.2.4. Magnetic carrier experiments
The experiments were performed in a 100 cm3 beaker. A mechanical stirrer with a plastic impeller was
used to keep the particles in the suspension. Initial tests were carried out individually for each mineral
(beryl, quartz). 1 gm of mineral was conditioned for 10 min with 75ml of distilled water, 0.5 gm of oleatecoated magnetite was added at the prefixed pH in the absence and presence of 15 ml of 4.29 g/L sorbitan
monooleate. After conditioning time, mechanical stirrer was stopped and then free magnetite and
magnetite coated particles were removed by using highly magnetic metal rod. Uncoated particles of
minerals (beryl or quartz) still in the beaker were weighted after filtering and drying in an oven. The
net weight was determined (the weight of uncoated particles subtracted from initial weight) and this
value was presented as per cent recovery. The oleate-coated magnetite that adsorbed on the mineral
surfaces was removed by ethanol washing for mass balancing purpose. The effects of pH, absence and
presence of sorbitan monooleate and percentage of beryl vs oleate-coated magnetite content were
studied.
2.2.5. FTIR measurements
The Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) analysis was performed for magnetite, oleate-coated magnetite
and sodium oleate for clarifying the adsorption of oleate on the surface of magnetite and forming oleatecoated magnetite. Also, FTIR analyses for pure samples of beryl and quartz were performed before and
after treatment with sorbitan monooleate and also sorbitan itself to determine the availability of sorbitan
adsorption on the mineral surfaces. JASCO Fourier Transform Infrared 6100 was used for both
qualitative and quantitative (for liquid samples) analyses produced by Agilent technologies Company,
samples were investigated in spectral range (wave numbers cm-1) from 4000 cm-1 to 400 cm-1 without
any treatment.
3.

Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of samples
Pure samples of beryl, quartz and magnetite were mineralogically characterized by using XRD analyses.
XRD patterns and values of degree 2θ of characteristic peaks of the pure minerals obtained from X-ray
diffraction database can be seen in Fig.1. The diffraction lines are in accordance with reference code no.
0009-0430 for beryl, reference code no. 0005-0490 for quartz and reference code no. 0007-0322 for
magnetite. The values of degree 2θ characteristic peaks were quite in accordance with those mineral
samples studied that confirming the purity of samples. SEM and EDS analyses were employed to
investigate the mineral composition of beryl, quartz and magnetite and also the particle sizes of the
samples (Figure 2). It can be seen that magnetite is the finest while beryl is the coarsest mineral. The
mineral composition data confirm the purity of the minerals.
3.2. Zeta potential measurements
Zeta potentials are very effective measurements that can be used to characterize the electrical double
layer of the mineral surface and can delimitate isoelectric point (IEP) of the mineral surface. IEP is the
pH value at which the zeta-potential is zero (Pope and Sutton, 1973). Understanding the zeta-potential
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of a minerals, and the IEP, combined with knowledge of a surfactant ionization behavior at various pH
levels in aqueous conditions, allows one to predict the mechanism of collector adsorption on the mineral
surface (Pope and Sutton, 1973; Cheng et al., 1993; Kosmulski, 2009).
Zeta potential measurements of freshly ground beryl, quartz and magnetite in the absence of
sorbitan monooleate as a function of pH are presented in Fig. 3. This figure clearly shows that the
isoelectric point (IEP) of beryl and magnetite were determined at pH values of 2.08 and 3.07,
respectively, while quartz is negatively charged at all pH values between 2 and 12. The surface charge
data of quartz is matched well with the expected trend, having a zeta-potential that is negative across

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns and 2θ characteristic peaks of pure samples of beryl, quartz
and magnetite

Fig. 2. SEM images and EDS analyses of pure samples of beryl, quartz and magnetite
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the pH range investigated, which corresponds to previous work (Kosmulski, 2009). Similar IEP values
for beryl were reported in the literature (Torem, 1992 and Yu-hua and Fu-shun, 2007). Some of IEP pH
values of magnetite were reported in literature show discrepancies with the data of this work
(Broomberg, et al., 1999; Carlson and Kawatra, 2013; Ucbas et al., 2014 b; Pengfei, et al., 2020) while
other as Zhang et al., 2020 clarified that IEP of magnetite is around pH 3.0–4.0 that agree with the data
of this work.

Fig. 3. Zeta potential measurements for beryl, quartz and untreated magnetite as a function of pH

Fig. 4. Zeta potential measurements of beryl, quartz and oleate-coated magnetite after treatment with sorbitan
monooleate as a function of pH

3.3. Magnetic carrier tests
Fig. 5 shows the influence of beryl and quartz recovery by pH as well as absence and presence of
sorbitan monooleate. It is quite clear that the recovery of beryl decreases with the increase in the pH
values as well as the presence of sorbitan monooleate is assisting for increasing beryl recovery. It is
shown that the maximum coating of oleate-coated magnetite to the surface of beryl (94% recovery) has
taken place at the isoelectric point of beryl (pH 2.08). The adsorption of oleate-coated magnetite on the
surface of beryl is affect severely with the presence of non-ionic surfactant (sorbitan monooleate),
whereas the beryl recovery reaches of 94% at pH 2.5 with sorbitan while it reaches 44% at the same pH
in the absence of sorbitan. Fig. 5 also clarified that quartz recovery slightly effects with change in pH.
The adsorption of oleate-coated magnetite on the surface of quartz is weakly affected by the addition of
sorbitan monooleate. In order to increase the adsorption of oleate-coated magnetite on the surface of
beryl, the effect of increasing the amount of oleate-coated magnetite on beryl recovery were investigated
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at pH 2.5 in the presence of sornitan monooleate and the data shown in Fig. 6. As seen in Fig. 6 beryl
recovery could be increased by increasing added oleate-coated magnetite, where beryl recovery
increased from 53% to 94% by increasing the amount of oleate-coated magnetite from 0.1 to 0.5 gm.
3.4. FTIR measurements
FTIR measurements were employed for magnetite, sodium oleate and oleate-coated magnetite to
elucidate the adsorption of sodium oleate on the surface of magnetite to form oleate-coated magnetite
(Fig. 7). According to Stoia et al., 2016, FTIR spectrum of magnetite exhibits two strong infrared
adsorption bands at 570 and 390 cm-1. The band at 570 cm-1 can be assigned to the Fe-O stretching mode
of the tetrahedral and octahedral sites and the band at 390 cm-1 can be assigned to the Fe–O stretching
mode of the octahedral sites. According to Stoia op. sit., the FTIR spectrum can be considered one of
the most appropriate tools for confirming the purity of an iron oxide, or to evidence the presence of a
mixture of iron oxides.
Fig. 7 shows that the studied magnetite contains mostly magnetite pure as the band located at 578
-1
cm (Fe-O bonding) is sharp and symmetric. The FTIR spectrum also shows water molecule stretching
vibration bands at 3435 and 1630 cm-1. The sodium oleate spectra show broad band at 3435.56 cm-1 is
the characteristics of the O-H stretching vibration of the acid (oleic acid). The band at 2073.1 cm-1 is the
characteristics for C-C triple bond of alkynes. The strong band at 1636.3 cm-1 is the characteristics of CC douple bond. The FTIR bands of magnetite after treatment with 2×10-2 sodium oleate are quiet
identical to bands observed at wavenumber of 3435.56 cm-1, 1636.3 cm-1 and 587 cm-1 with the reference
spectrum sodium oleate indicating adsorption of sodium oleate on the surface of magnetite forming
oleate-coated magnetite.
The infrared spectra of beryl, sorbitan monooleate and beryl after treatment with sorbitan are given in
Fig.8. Band at 460 cm-1 is Si-O-Si bending vibration while bands at 492 – 522 cm-1 are Si-O-Al bending
vibration. Si-O and Be-O bond vibration is observed at wavenumber 808 cm-1. Bands at 954 cm-1 are
characteristics for Si-O vibration of beryl and bands at 1014 cm-1 are characterize for internal Si-O
stretching vibration while bands at 1171-1203 cm-1 are characteristics for Be-O vibration and Si-O
stretching vibration (Reshma et al., 2016). Beryl under study was detected with bands at 441.69 cm-1,
495.10 cm-1, 807.48 cm-1, 952.32 cm-1 and 1173.26 cm-1. The infrared spectrum of sorbitan monooleate
shows that band at 3463.53 cm-1 is the characteristic of the O-H stretching vibration of the acid. The
strong band at 1637.27 cm-1 is the characteristic of C-C double bond. If there is a coupling between C=
C group and C=O of ester, the intensity will increase due to the increase in dipole momentum in double
bond (Coates, 2000). The infrared spectra of beryl after treatment with 4.29 g/L sorbitan monooleate
are completely differ from that before treatment and have quite identical to bands observed at
wavenumber of 3463.53 cm-1 and 1637.27 cm-1 with the reference spectrum of sorbitan monooleate
indicating adsorption of sorbitan on the surface of beryl.

Fig. 5. Effect of pH on beryl and quartz recovery in the presence and absence of sorbitan monooleate
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Fig. 6. Effect of beryl to oleate-coated magnetite on beryl recovery

Fig. 7. Infrared spectra of magnetite, oleate-coated magnetite and sodium.

Fig. 8. Infrared spectra of beryl, sorbitan monooleate and beryl after treatment with sorbitan
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Fig. 9. Infrared spectra of quartz, sorbitan monooleate and quartz after treatment with sorbitan

The infrared spectroscopic analysis of the interaction between quartz and sorbitan monooleate is
shown in Fig. 9. The strongest bonds in the silicate structure minerals are Si-O bonds that can be
recognized by very strong bands in the region 900 to 1100 cm-1 is due to stretching as well as less intense
bands in the 400 to 800 cm-1 region is due to bending. The studied quartz was detected with bands at
460.90 cm-1, 491.73 cm-1, 773.68 cm-1, and 1071.43 cm-1. In the spectrum of the sorpitan monooleate, there
were peaks of the hydroxyl group at 3463.53 cm-1, the strong C=O ester bond at 1637.27 cm-1
(Nandiyanto et al., 2019). The infrared spectra of quartz after treatment with 4.29 g/L sorbitan
monooleate shows that the intensities of quartz beaks were decreased after treatment with sorbitan as
well as absence of the reference spectrum of sorbitan on the surface of quartz that indicates low level of
adsorption
4. Conclusion
Laboratory experiments results on separate minerals of beryl and quartz to determine the factors
affecting their separation proved that:
• Zeta potential measurements of freshly ground beryl, quartz and magnetite in the absence of
sorbitan monooleate as a function of pH clarified that the isoelectric point (IEP) of beryl and
magnetite were determined at pH values of 2.5 and 3.07 respectively while quartz is negatively
charged at all pH values between 2 and 12.
• As a result of the magnetic carrier experiments for separating fine beryl from quartz, it is quite clear
that the maximum adsorption of oleate-coated magnetite on the surface of beryl takes place at
isoelectric point of beryl (pH 2.5) because at this point, the surface of beryl has a net neutral charge
and accessible to adsorb magnetite coated with oil with the aiding of sorbitan monooleate that
supports this adsorption and strengthens. Whereas at the same pH, the adsorption of oleate-coated
magnetite on the surface of quartz appears feeble as the quartz surface is mainly negatively charged
and the presence of non-ionic surfactant as sorbitan monooleate couldn’t improve anything.
• Zeta potential and FTIR measurements for beryl, quartz and oleate-coated magnetite before and after
treating with sorbitan monooleate proved that oleate-coated magnetite physically adsorbed on the
beryl surface and could be separated easily from quartz in fine sizes using magnetic carrier
technology at beryl IEP of 2.5 pH, 4.29 g/L sorbitan monooleate and 1:0.5 beryl to oleate-coated
magnetite ratio, with the aiding of non-ionic surfactant as sorbitan monooleate.
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